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Discover Known and Unknown Vulnerabilities in 
IOT Devices 
Connected devices of all types are increasingly important for healthcare, connected cars, consumer 
electronics, operational technology (OT), and industrial applications. They’re used to provide security, 
operate critical infrastructure, administer medication, provide home automation, and transport us safely 
across the city. However, technological advances in the internet of things (IoT) have dramatically 
outpaced our understanding of how to secure devices, users, and critical data. 

 

New Device Types Require New Approaches 
IT security operations teams know how to secure traditional computing devices with patching and 
antivirus solutions.  But what about connected devices? They typically run an unknown operating system 
with unknown libraries and revisions, which makes them difficult to update. Vulnerabilities often lurk in 
third-party Systems on Chip (SoC). However, these issues are notoriously difficult for device 
manufacturers to find, and they’re often unable to fix them directly. 

 

Comprehensive All-Inclusive Security Validation 
Keysight’s IOT Security Assessment scans any connected devices you’re building or deploying and 
reveals potential vulnerabilities via detailed security reports. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unlike disparate solutions which require users to assemble and separately manage multiple tools, IOT 
Security Assessment combines traditional vulnerability assessment with a patented protocol fuzzing 
engine under an integrated UI or comprehensive REST API including comprehensive reporting on 
discovered security flaws. Those include Open Web Application Security Project (OWASP) vulnerabilities 
such as weak authentication and encryption, expired certificates, Android vulnerabilities and ADB 
exposures, known CVEs, and embedded flaws in protocol stacks, such as Bluetooth Low Energy attacks 
like Sweyntooth and Braktooth. 
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Figure 1. Keysight IOT Security Assessment Source: Keysight.com 

 

 

 

Comprehensive Reporting 
To accelerate problem resolution, advanced reporting in both PDF and HTML are available through the UI 
and API, including complete CVSS scoring for discovered CVEs. And if the tool discovers a potential 
device crash, a PCAP (packet capture) is automatically recorded for easy replay or submission to a 
chipset manufacturer or other third party. Both summary and detailed reports are available, enabling easy 
interpretation by security experts and general users alike. 

  

Accelerated Fuzzing 
Protocol Fuzzing systematically injects errors into a protocol stream to find vulnerabilities, 
but the process can take days. Keysight’s patented approach employs a digital twin 
technique to accelerate testing and reduce the time to discover errors from hours to minutes 
in protocols such as Bluetooth and WiFi. 
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Cloud Security Updates 
The security landscape is constantly shifting, with a nonstop stream of new threats and vulnerabilities to 
device manufacturers to contend with. Fortunately, Keysight has been in the business of assessing the 
security of networked devices since 2005. We have a global team of security analysts who monitor and 
analyze emerging threats to keep our customers ahead of cybercriminals. And as our team discovers new 
vulnerabilities and attacks, we keep IOT Security Assessment up to date to incorporate emerging threats 
and additional functionalities.  

Supported Protocols 
IOT Security Assessment is a modular, expandable system currently supporting: 

• WiFi 
• Bluetooth 
• Bluetooth Low Energy 
• CAN bus 
• Ethernet 
• TCP/IP 
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Conclusion 
If you are building or deploying any kind of IOT, OT, or connected device, you need to know what you’re 
up against. Otherwise, you won’t be able to address potential threats before they cause real problems in 
deployment. Contact Keysight to learn how IOT Security Assessment can accelerate your testing and 
certification tasks, minimize risk, and improve your time to market. 

For more information, visit the product web site. 
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